ABSTRACT. Let / be a function which is in both the Bergman space Ap (p > 1) and the Nevanlinna class N. We show that if / is expressed as the quotient of H°° functions, then the inner part of its denominator is cyclic. As a corollary, we obtain that / is cyclic if and only if the inner part of its numerator is cyclic. These results extend those of Berman, Brown, and Cohn [2] . Using more difficult methods, they have obtained them for the case / G A2 n N. Finally, we show that the condition |/(z)| > <5(1 -\z\)c (z G D\6,c positive constants)
. Carleson sets are certain compact sets of measure zero in T. Specifically, a compact set K c T is Carleson if fT\ogpK{u)dm(u}) > -oo, where Pk(u) = dist(w, K) and m is Lebesgue measure on T.
Results.
We postpone the proof of the following theorem until after presenting some of its consequences. PROOF. Again, let / = iSu/tfiSp.
Note that / has an analytic nth root since it is nonzero on D. Choose n large enough so that c/n < l/2p. It is easy to check that both flln and /_1/,n are in Av. We see that fxln is cyclic by Corollary 2, and consequently u/n places no mass on any Carleson set (Corollary 1). Therefore, u places no mass on any Carleson set and Su is cyclic. Now, / is cyclic by Corollary 1.
Proof of Theorem
1. An inner function q is said to be B-inner if it divides every inner function in \q\. The following theorem was established independently by James Roberts [7] and Pat Ahern [9] . REMARKS. 1. Corollary 1 may be proved directly using an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 1.
2. Since Shapiro-Korenblum-Roberts characterization of cyclic inner functions remains valid in the Bergman spaces Apa with a > -1 and 0 < p < 00, our results extend readily to these spaces. Here the subscript a indicates that the Bergman norm is induced by the weighted measure (1 -r)ardrd6.
